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Attendance:  (A) –FCM 100% (B) 6SB 96.67%  

Rock Stars:  (A)-Freya, Lily and Gvido    (B)- Oliver C  

 

Other pupils who have impressed the staff this week:  

(A) – Ben, Elise and Darcy for earning their pen licences 

(B) – All of 6SB. Pen licence – Lexi, Emily, Joel, Amelia, Lucy, Luke C, George. 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 Week beginning: 11.11.19 

 

 Classes Surprise Assembly 

FCM Lucas S 

Lucas W 

Being enthusiastic towards their learning 

 

1GC George               For writing super sentences about The Tiger Who      

                              Came To Tea 

2HC Amelia B Writing a super fact file with her own facts about 

Blackbeard 

3CH         Evie H For writing a super poem about a Goldfinch  

4TW Jake  

Jamie 

For really neat handwriting 

5NW         Duncan For improving his handwriting 

6JS Oliver For writing a super starting description about The Day of 

The Dead.  

 Classes Parent Assembly 

FCC Harvey Really kind and really caring to other people. 

1AW Lacie-Mai Super handwriting and trying really hard to form her 

letters correctly. 

2SC Angus 

 

Annabelle 

Working hard with his work especially in Topic including 

conjunctions in his sentences. 

Working hard on her times tables and counting in 10s. 

3KF Louie 

 

 

Dylan 

Settled into Year 3 and a new school really well.  Made lots 

of new friends.  He is always enthusiastic and friendly to 

others.  Shows great empathy and understanding. 

Has been growing in confidence and has made some great 

friendships.  Has great nature knowledge. 

4LP Charlotte 

 

Emily 

A lovely and kind member of the class. Always kind, 

hardworking and considerate of others.  An ‘always’ child. 

Always smiling, enthusiastic and tries hard. 

5HL Charlie 

 

Harriet 

Settling in straight away, making lots of friends.  He 

makes thoughtful contributions to class discussions. 

Beautifully presenting her work in her book.  For taking 

such pride in her work. 



 

 

6SB Isabelle and Finlay 

J 

Working hard together and writing an incredible setting 

description. 


